
48 Freebury Street, Denman Prospect, ACT 2611
House For Rent
Thursday, 4 January 2024

48 Freebury Street, Denman Prospect, ACT 2611

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: House

Ben McDowell

0491202680

Thomas  Hathaway

0404257020

https://realsearch.com.au/48-freebury-street-denman-prospect-act-2611
https://realsearch.com.au/ben-mcdowell-real-estate-agent-from-hathaway-real-estate
https://realsearch.com.au/thomas-hathaway-real-estate-agent-from-hathaway-real-estate


$1090 per week

As you walk through the entrance you immediately feel the homes grand design with quality fixtures, fittings and no

expenses spared. This home has been created with family, space and flexibility in mind with five bedrooms, an abundance

of living areas and each room crafted with generous proportions. The large expansive kitchen boasts an incredible amount

of stone bench space, stainless steel appliances, dishwasher, large gas cook top and a myriad of cupboards. There is also a

pantry/large laundry, study nook area and powder room off the hallway. The four formal/informal living areas comprise of

a rumpus room (optional fifth bedroom), cinema room, formal dining room, expansive lounge room and meals area.This

home offers a luxurious lifestyle, perfect for executive/diplomatic families. It is bright and provides a relaxing neutral

colour scheme throughout. Set in the newly developed area of Denman Prospect adjacent from the vibrant Denman

Village where you'll find some of the newest amenities close by. The Morning Dew café, local dentist, chemist, gymnasium,

bus stop and more! A short walk to the Ridgeline Park Playground. Minutes to the city, Denman Prospect offers proximity

to nearby employment hubs in the City, Belconnen and Woden.Features include:Walk in robes to both master

bedroomsTwo ensuite's, master bathroom and powder roomLocal alarm systemZoned ducted reverse cycle

heating/cooling throughoutGas cookingLarge fridge space with plumbing availableRain water tankFully enclosed rear

yardDouble lockup garage with internal accessNBN fibre to the property*Solar panels not includedExhibitions made

easy:1. Click on "BOOK INSPECTION".2. Register to join an existing inspection.3. If no time is available or if the time does

not suit, please register and we will contact you once access is arranged.4. If you do not register, we cannot notify you of

any time changes, cancellations or further inspection times.Consent is required to keep an animal.This property complies

with the minimum insulation standardsAvailable now!The information contained herein has been obtained through

sources deemed reliable by Hathaway Real Estate, but cannot be guaranteed for its accuracy. We recommend to buyers

and tenants that any information, which is of special interest, should be obtained through independent verification.


